
SEOUL: Even on New Year’s Eve, large crowds of South
Koreans gathered to join another rally demanding the
ouster of impeached President Park Geun-hye, who’s deter-
mined to restore her powers through a court trial. Carrying
signs and candles and blowing horns, people packed a
boulevard in front of an old palace gate that has been the
center of massive but peaceful protests in recent weeks.

Protesters later marched near Seoul’s presidential palace
and the Constitutional Court.

Park’s supporters rallied in nearby streets, surrounded by
thick lines of police. The court has up to six months to
decide whether Park should permanently step down over a
corruption scandal or be reinstated. The judges said Friday
that Park cannot be forced to testify in the impeachment tri-

al as it enters its argument phase next week.
Protest organizers estimate that nearly 9 million people

took part in anti-Park rallies nationwide in the previous nine
Saturdays. The historically biggest protest movement in the
country pushed lawmakers to vote for Park’s impeachment
on Dec 9. State prosecutors have accused Park of colluding
with a longtime confidante to extort money and favors
from the country’s largest companies and allowing the
friend to manipulate her administration. Park has apolo-
gized for putting faith in her jailed friend, Choi Soon-sil, but
has denied any legal wrongdoing.

‘Our democracy has shattered’ 
“Choi Soon-sil has shown us that our democracy was

shattered,” said Lee Hae-jin, who protested for the 10th con-
secutive Saturday in Seoul, carrying a large South Korean
flag and wearing black traditional hanbok and a black
dance mask that he said was a commentary on the state of
the country’s democracy.

“I hope in 2017 we will see our democracy repaired,”
Lee said. State prosecutors have now handed over the
investigation to a special prosecution team, which has
been focusing on proving bribery suspicions between
Park and the Samsung Group. The business giant is sus-
pected of sponsoring Choi in exchange for government
favors. On Saturday, investigators questioned Moon
Hyung-pyo, the country’s arrested former health minister,
over allegations that he forced the National Pension
Service last year to support a merger between two
Samsung affiliates last year. 

The deal shaved the fund’s stake in one of the compa-
nies by an estimated hundreds of millions of dollars in val-
ue, but allowed Samsung scion Lee Jae-yong to promote a
father-to-son succession of leadership and increase corpo-
rate wealth at the group. — AP 
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COLUMBUS: A federal appeals court on Friday
upheld a judge’s order blocking death row inmates
from information about Ohio’s new lethal injection
process. The 2-1 decision by the 6th US Circuit Court
of Appeals will help determine whether Ohio will
proceed with its first executions in three years
beginning in February. Attorneys for condemned
inmates had challenged the order.

Ohio plans to execute Ronald Phillips on Feb. 15
for raping and killing his girlfriend’s 3-year-old
daughter in 1993. Another execution is scheduled
for April. Judge Eugene Siler, writing for the majority,
said a judge didn’t abuse his discretion last fall when
he barred the release of information about Ohio’s
new lethal injection process requested by attorneys
for Phillips and other inmates.

Those attorneys can still pursue their challenge of
lethal injection drugs in the process, including tak-

ing the state up on its offer to provide samples for
testing, Siler said. Although knowledge of drug facil-
ities and handlers could help defense attorneys test
the drugs, “the harm presented by identification of
those intimately involved in an execution outweighs
the speculative benefit of complete understanding
of an industry already heavily regulated,” Siler said.

In a dissent, Judge Jane Stranch said the judge’s
order shields from attorneys “a vast array of informa-
tion” from the qualifications of the execution team to
how Ohio obtained the drugs. “In sum, they do not
have the information they need to ensure that the
testing is adequate or that the executions will be car-
ried out in a constitutional manner,” Stranch wrote.

Shield information 
The state prisons agency said it was reviewing

the ruling and awaiting an expected follow-up deci-

sion by a lower court judge, who put executions
briefly on hold until the 6th Circuit ruled. A message
was left with the lead attorney challenging the
judge’s order. At issue before the court were new
efforts Ohio is making to shield information about
lethal injection in hopes of jump-starting execu-
tions, which have been on hold since January 2014.
That’s when it took condemned inmate Dennis
McGuire 26 minutes to die from a never-before-
used two-drug method while he repeatedly gasped
and snorted.

Last fall, now-retired Judge Gregory Frost issued
a protective order that said Ohio’s need to obtain
supplies of lethal drugs outweighed concerns by
death row inmates that information about the
drugs, including names of the manufacturers, is
needed to meaningfully challenge them. Friday’s
ruling upheld Frost’s order. Defense attorneys

argued they couldn’t meaningfully challenge the
use of the drugs without the information being
shielded. They also said the secrecy protections are
unnecessary given the history of lawsuits over
lethal injection in Ohio.

The attorneys also said federal rules for obtaining
evidence should take precedence over a state law
trying to shield that evidence. For its part, the state
cited defense attorneys’ “wildly exaggerated and
misplaced arguments” to say that the protective
order should stay in place. The state’s interest in
keeping lethal injection information confidential far
outweighs death row inmates’ right to the release of
that information, the state said. The Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction in October
announced plans to use a new three-drug combina-
tion - midazolam, rocuronium bromide and potassi-
um chloride - for at least three executions. — AP 

SEOUL: In this Wednesday, Dec 28 photo, high school students take a selfie in front of a screen showing Korean traditional characters at the
National Hangeul Museum. — AP 

SEOUL: Impeached President Park Geun-hye’s
surname is “Park,” right? Nope. In Korean it’s
closer to “Bahk.” Park’s allegedly corrupt confi-
dante, Choi Soon-sil, pronounces her name
more like “Chwey” than the way it’s rendered in
English. And Samsung’s ailing chairman, Lee
Kun-hee? That English “Lee” is more like “Yi” or
“Ii” in Korean. There is a gulf, often a wide one,
between the way Koreans write their names in
English and the way they actually sound.

Even the ubiquitous “Kim” - the moniker of
beloved South Korean Olympic figure skating
champion Yuna Kim and North Korean dictator
Kim Jong Un - belies: It’s pronounced “Ghim” in
Korean. While the flubs of foreigners who take
the Romanized spellings literally cause smirks
for the bilingual, the mispronunciations can also
create confusion and embarrassment among
visiting politicians, tourists and business people.
The disputed reasons behind the discrepancies
are linked to a complex mix of history, American
influence, herd mentality and individual quirks.
Here’s a brief look:

The history
South Korea’s guidelines for converting the

Korean language into the Roman alphabet
were last revised in 2000 to try to get road
signs, places, internet domain names, guide-
books and surnames closer to their actual
Korean pronunciations.

When those rules are applied to surnames,
“Lee” should be “I” (pronounced “Ii”), “Kim”
should be “Gim,” “Park” should be “Bak” and
“Choi” should be “Choe.” But because people can

decide how to spell their own names, many sim-
ply go with the way everyone else does it,
which means they follow what their families
have favored for generations.

So Kim, Park and Lee still dominate. Experts
differ about the origins of these English spellings
of Korean surnames. Some think that when
South Korea was briefly under U.S. military rule
following the end of  Japan’s 1910-45 colonial
occupation, Americans chose existing English
names or words - such as Kim, Lee and Park - for
Korean pronunciations that sounded similar.
Others say it was South Koreans who started
borrowing those recognizable English words.

When there wasn’t any easy match in English,
South Koreans simply settled for spellings that
“felt OK,” according to Brother Anthony of Taize,
a British-born scholar and prolific translator of
Korean literature. The spellings of some names
are linked to a 1939 Romanization system
invented by two Americans that was widely used
before the 2000 revision. Isolated, proud
Pyongyang uses a variant of the old system.
“Kim” is the same in both Koreas, but the south-
ern “Lee” and “Park” are “Ri and “Pak” in the North.

The mistakes
English mispronunciation, of course, hap-

pens in many languages that don’t use the
Roman alphabet, but the list of foul-ups by for-
eigners relying on the confusing Korean system
is long. During a joint news conference with
South Korean President Park Geun-hye in
Washington in October 2015, President Barack
Obama called her “Park,” just as it sounds in

English, not “Bahk.” When he held another joint
press conference with Park’s predecessor, Lee
Myung-bak, in 2012, he pronounced his name
as “Lee,” not “Ii.”

If Obama, who has a staff of Korean experts,
couldn’t get it right, your average visitor to
South Korea is doomed. In some ways, the new
Romanization rules are as bad as the old ones.
For instance, an affluent southern area in Seoul,
and the inspiration for the world-dominating
2012 song by South Korean rapper PSY, is
spelled “Gangnam.” The first part of this word
will look to many English speakers without any
Korean like the first syllable of the word “gang-
ster.” But a better spelling is “Gahngnam.”

A southern town famous for traditional red
pepper paste is spelled “Sunchang.” Many
English speakers pronounce the first part of the
word as “sun” from “sunshine;” it’s actually “soon-
chahng.” The rules are simply too far off from the
reality, according to Yaang Byungsun, a linguist
at South Korea’s Jeonju University. “It’s a system
that no one, except for South Koreans, can pro-
nounce,” he said. South Korean officials defend
their Romanization rules by saying they are for
all foreigners, not just English-speakers.

The big three, and beyond
The National Institute of Korean Language

says it’s working to come up with a recom-
mended standard for spelling surnames. But it’s
probably too late. The English spellings of the
three surnames that account for nearly half of
South Korea’s 50 million people - Kim, Park and
Lee - are firmly in place. — AP 

Mangling Korean names? 
It might not be your fault

PARIS: The son of Equatorial Guinea’s
leader, a notorious playboy with extrava-
gant taste in cars, homes and Michael
Jackson memorabilia, will go on trial for
corruption next week in a landmark case in
France. Teodorin Obiang, the 47-year-old
vice-president of his impoverished but oil-
rich African country, faces widening legal
problems as authorities in France and
Switzerland probe his extraordinary
lifestyle.

US officials have already forced him to
forfeit property bought with the proceeds
of corruption and have accused him of
“shamelessly” looting his country. In
Europe, his luxury 76-metre (250-foot)
yacht “Ebony Shine” has been seized, as has
his collection of Italian supercars and a
mansion on one of Paris’ glitziest avenues.

That property alone on Avenue Foch,
where the taps are covered in gold leaf, is
estimated to be worth around 107 million
euros. It includes a private cinema, spa, hair
salon and sports room. When French judi-
cial officials first launched raids in Paris in
2011, they hired trucks to haul away his
Bugattis, Ferraris, Rolls Royce and other cars
which were memorably photographed
leaving the scene.

The trial from Monday sets a precedent
for France which has long turned a blind
eye to African dictators who routinely park
their ill-gotten gains in Parisian real estate
and luxury products. It came about after
nearly a decade of lobbying by African anti-
corruption campaigners and Transparency
International who have targeted Obiang as
well as the leaders of Gabon and Congo. “In
the beginning, there was simply no politi-
cal will in France to listen to us,” wrote one
of the campaigners, William Bourdon from
the Sherpa group, in September.

Timber wealth
French prosecutors allege that party-

loving Obiang plundered nearly 110 million
euros between 2004-2011 when he was

agriculture minister for his father Teodoro
Obiang Nguema. The money allegedly
came directly from state accounts and was
used by him personally, rather than on the
country’s citizens-more than half of whom
live in extreme poverty.

As agriculture minister he held a power-
ful position that gave him control over the
lucrative timber industry which is
Equatorial Guinea’s main export after oil. A
so-called “revolutionary” tax imposed on
wood sales was transferred to his personal
accounts, prosecutors allege. 

Facing charges of laundering the pro-
ceeds of corruption, embezzlement, misuse
of public funds and breach of trust, he
plans to plead not guilty. He has “always
said that he earned the money legally in his
country,” one of his lawyers, Emmanuel
Marsigny, told AFP. Marsigny is planning to
immediately ask for a delay in proceedings
to give him more time to prepare Obiang’s
defence. Multiple hearings have been
planned for the first two weeks of January.
The defendant, who has failed with previ-
ous legal efforts to stop the trial, is not
expected to attend or serve any sentence if
he is convicted.

Shameless looting
Born in 1969, Obiang was 10 when his

father overthrew his bloodthirsty uncle, the
dictator Francisco Macias Nguema, who
liked being called “the unique miracle of
Equatorial Guinea”. After independence
from Spain in 1968, Macias Nguema closed
schools and hospitals, dismantled railway
lines and banned the wearing of shoes in
the deeply poor country. Now the longest-
serving African ruler, Teodoro Obiang
Nguema made his son vice-president in
June just after being re-elected with his
usual score of more than 90 percent of
votes cast. During one of his appeals
against the French trial, a lawyer acting for
the French government said Obiang had a
“compulsive need to buy.” — AFP 

E Guinea playboy on trial 
in landmark French case

India mine collapse 
body toll rises to 11 

NEW DELHI: The toll from a deadly mine collapse in
eastern India’s Jharkhand state rose to 11 yesterday
with rescue workers searching for more dead bodies
under the rubble. A massive mound of earth caved
in late Thursday at the Lalmatia open cast mine,
around 240 miles (390 kilometers) from the state
capital Ranchi.

“The search operation at the site hasn’t stopped.
We can confirm 11 dead and fear that one or two
more dead bodies may still be under the rubble,”
Jharkhand police spokesman RK Mallick told AFP
after rescuers recovered another body, raising the toll
from 10. “15 or 16 miners had managed to escape the
collapsed mine soon after the incident on Thursday
with only minor injuries. The tough terrain of the
region (remote forest) and dense fog has been a
challenge to the rescue work,” he added.

The rescue workers hope to complete their
search operation by yesterday.  There was no imme-
diate explanation for the collapse, but the govern-
ment has launched an investigation into the inci-
dent. Jharkhand is one of the richest mineral zones
in India, accounting for around 29 percent of the
country’s coal deposits. However it is also one of
India’s poorest areas and the epicenter of a Maoist
insurgency.

India has maintained a relatively safe record in
mining-related accidents compared to neighbor
China, which on average reports around 1,000 fatali-
ties every year.  In 2015, India recorded 38 deaths
across 570 mining sites. The last major mining acci-
dent in India occurred in 1975, when 372 workers
were killed following the flooding of Chasnala mine
in Dhanbad. — AFP 

MALABO: This file photo taken on June 24, 2013 shows  Teodoro (aka Teodorin)
Nguema Obiang Mongue, the son of Equatorial Guinea’s president, arriving at
Malabo stadium for ceremonies to celebrate his 41st birthday. — AFP 

Court upholds order to block death row details

S Koreans demand a ‘Park-free’ 2017

SEOUL: Protesters attend a candle-lit rally calling for South Korean President Park Geun-Hye’s immediate depar-
ture from her office. — AFP 


